Timing belt audi

All - Audi A4s have a timing chain and interference engine. From - all 4 cylinder A4s have timing
belts while the V6's have chains. Note: Replacement intervals are broad recommendations and
can be affected by age, weather conditions, running conditions etc. Apart from the cabriolets
convertibles all Audi A4 models have a timing chain and an interference engine. The cabriolets
convertibles Audi A4 models have a timing belt and an interference engine. Researched By
AutoPadre. Table Of Contents. In the cabriolets convertibles have a timing belt while the sedans
have a timing chain. From - all A4s have timing belts apart from the 3. All Audi A4 engines are
interference. Model Years Engine Type Engine Code Timing Belt Or Chain Interference Or
Non-Interference Audi A4 - all timing chain interference - 4 Cylinders timing belts interference
sedans 4 Cylinders timing chains interference cabriolets 4 Cylinders timing belts interference V6's timing chains interference - 3. Turbo hp 40 timing chain interference lifetime 2. Turbo hp 45
timing chain interference lifetime. Turbo hp 45 timing chain interference lifetime 3. Turbo hp
CNCD timing chain interference lifetime 3. Turbo hp CDNC timing chain interference lifetime 3.
Turbo hp CDNC timing chain interference lifetime. Turbo hp FSI , Cabriolet timing belt
interference 75k inspect, 95k replace 2. Turbo hp CDNC timing belt interference 75k inspect, 95k
replace 3. Turbo hp FSI timing belt interference 75k inspect, 95k replace 3. Turbo hp B6 timing
belt interference 80k 2. Turbo hp B6 timing belt interference 90k 3. Turbo hp B6 timing belt
interference k 2. Belt Or Chain Models. About AutoPadre Autopadre. Learn More About
AutoPadre. Post Written By AutoPadre. My goal is to make this a complete resource for
anything Audi timing belt related. I will continue to build and add on to this article as time goes
on with information I think will be beneficial to help anybody understand the timing system of
their Audi. A timing belt synchronizes the rotation of the crankshaft and camshaft. This allows
the valves in the cylinder head to open and close at the times needed to create compression
and power. In a standard 4-stroke engine, the camshaft rotates twice to every rotation of the
crankshaft. Some cars use a timing chain to accomplish this. Timing chains are usually more
durable and require less maintenance. Here is a quick list of service intervals I have found.
Please use this list as a reference only it should be accurate or at least close. Call your dealer
for an accurate interval for your specific Audi. You may wonder what the difference is between a
timing chain and timing belt. Timing chains usually last a lot longer than belts do in most cases
Damn you B6 S4! Most of the time, they last the life of the vehicle at least they are supposed to.
I hear this question a lot, and I have some bad news for people asking this. Most of the time,
you cannot tell by just looking at the timing belt if it needs replacing. Therefore, it is important
to replace it at the recommended service intervals. If you purchased your Audi used and the
miles are over the recommended interval, I would replace it just to be safe, unless you have
proof the previous owner replaced it and you know the miles on the car they replaced it. Most
newer engines today are of an interference design. This means when a valve is open, the piston
at TDC Top Dead Center are at its highest point will take up the same space as the valve.
Without the valves opening at the exact right time during the pistons travel, the piston will
smash into the valve. Usually causing catastrophic damage to the engine. Therefore, it is critical
that you replace your timing belt before it breaks and causes severe and sometimes
unrepairable engine damage. If you are lucky and only bend some valves in your cylinder head
and cause no other damage. If you are not so lucky and a valve breaks off from being hit by the
piston. You will most likely need a replacement engine. It just seems like a better idea to replace
the belt before it breaks. Here is a list I have made with the average labor times a shop should
charge you for a timing belt replacement job. This is just the labor time, not the cost of parts.
This totally depends on the engine you are working on. As far as skill is concerned, if you have
a good set of instructions and the correct tools for your specific vehicle, I think almost anybody
could do most timing belt jobs. Patience and documentation are the key. Take pictures and jot
down anything you think you will want to know as you are taking stuff apart so you can put it
back together correctly. Now for the special tools. Below is a list I have gathered that should
cover most Audi engines with the tools required to complete a timing belt job. You will still need
a good set of standard tools and some other non-standard tools such as a torque wrench. A
timing belt usually requires you to remove a lot of other components from your vehicle before
you can reach the actual belt. The labor cost to replace these items is minimal, since chances
are that it will already be removed from the car during the timing belt job. At the least I would
recommend replacing the water pump during this time as it is usually driven by the timing belt
and a water pump failure will likely cause catastrophic timing belt failure. You always want the
correct part for the job. Audi usually makes more power per displacement than most other car
brands, so it puts more stress on the timing components. Only 6k miles later the rotors were
warped so badly and needed to be replaced again! I have one more experience I would like to
share. I was younger, in school full time and on a serious budget. I bought a timing belt kit for
my Audi A4 3. I thought I just found a great deal. Turns out the belt itself was OEM but the water

pump was not. After less than 2, miles while going down the highway 50 miles from home my
check engine lights starts blinking meaning the car is misfiring badly. Suddenly the car dies!
Long story short, the water pump pulley sheared off and destroyed the timing belt and engine!
Boy was this rough; talk about destroying my budget! The moral of the story only use parts
made by OEM manufacturers. I know I will not make that mistake again. Here are some pictures
of the carnage! All the kits we sell include OEM parts and come with water pumps. Here is the
list:. Late B5, B6 A4 â€” 1. Please let me know what you think of this article or if you think I
should include any other information in it. Comment below! How do I adjust the timing, must it
all come back off?? Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Post comment. Skip to content. Jan 25
What a Timing Belt Does A timing belt synchronizes the rotation of the crankshaft and
camshaft. Audi A3 8P 2. Timing Chain You may wonder what the difference is between a timing
chain and timing belt. Timing Belt Pros: Quieter than chains Simpler in design and fewer
components to the system Relatively simple replacement compared to timing chains Parts are
usually cheaper Labor is usually cheaper. Timing belts are always in the front of the engine.
Some signs your belt is really bad. Timing Belt Glazing If your timing belt looks glossy or shiny,
it may be time to replace it. Cracking will usually show up on the toothed side of the belt.
Sometimes you will even see some filaments or belt fraying. This is a good indicator that the
pulleys or tensioners are worn out and becoming sloppy and not rotating. Tooth Wear Tooth
wear is another thing you can check. All teeth on the belt should be uniformly shaped. Any
misshaped teeth is a sign that a replacement is needed. Engine Misfire If your timing belt has
stretched out or even skipped a tooth on the pulley, it will probably cause some severe engine
misfire or possibly a no start condition. With this being said, an engine misfire is usually caused
by a host of other conditions. It is rare for a timing belt to skip a tooth and cause a misfire.
Engine Will Not Start This is a terrible sign if your timing belt is causing this issue. Engine
Engine Code s Tools Required 2. OEM or Aftermarket Parts? Related posts. The timing belt
needs to come back off and the timing needs to be done again. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. The whole of Victoria will move to circuit-breaker action
from pm on Friday, 12 Febuary until pm on Wednesday, 17 February. These measures are being
implemented due to a fast evolving situation in Victoria. For more information, please see the
announcement. If you feel there are extenuating circumstances with your booking or need
further assistance please call 13 30 32 for help as to whether we can be of service to you. There
is evidence that the Coronavirus COVID spreads from person to person, some reports suggest
the virus can last for several days on surfaces including plastics found in vehicles. With this in
mind we wish to share with you what practices Lube Mobile have put in place to ensure the
safety of our Customers and of our staff. The technician will check with you whether you have
been overseas and ordered to comply with a self-isolation order. When the work is finished we
will give the vehicle a final spray or wipe prior to returning the vehicle to you including outside
door handle. Any other areas we may need to touch when working inside the vehicle i. After
completing the work we will Sanitise our hands thoroughly and close the door to the vehicle.
Should you have any queries regarding our Coronavirus Covid procedures, or any other matter
please do not hesitate in contacting us on 13 30 Lube Mobile, The Mobile Mechanics can check
and replace your timing belt or kit at your home or workplace at time to suit you. Work
includes;. Is your timing belt ot timing kit replacement due? Engine making noises? Do you
need a flexible option for your vehicle services and repairs? Are you looking for a mechanic
who can come to you? A timing belt is designed to keep the camshaft belt and crankshaft of
your car running smoothly so that the engine can achieve maximum efficiency. Located under a
timing cover, this component is commonly made of high-quality rubber with nylon-reinforced
cords inside that extends the life of the belt. A timing belt is gradually exposed to wear and tear
and needs to be replaced at regular intervals. If the timing belt stops functioning, your car will
suddenly shut down while you are driving. If you don't replace a faulty belt, it can often lead to
irreparable engine damage. However, not all engines have a timing belt. It is commonly found in
cars and SUVs with smaller displacement engines. When an engine has a larger bore and
stroke, most automotive manufacturers use a timing chain system that replaces a rubber belt
with a metal chain. Generally, timing chains are said to last longer than timing belts. Based on
the make and model of your car, the intervals may be different for when you need a
replacement. Manufacturers often recommend a replacement approximately every , km. But it
can vary between as much as 40, to , km. You can book our mobile mechanics for car repairs
and car services all across Australia including Brisbane , Sydney , Melbourne , Perth and
Adelaide. Whether you own a Honda, Toyota, Mitsubishi, Hyundai, Nissan or Subaru, we have
the solution to all your car problems. Booking our on-site service will not just save you time but
also prevent unnecessary travel to and from the workshop. With our mechanics working at your

location, you can see what work is being done on your car. You should have the belt checked
during your car service. There are also some warning signs you can look out for, that will help
identify problems with your vehicle. Every technician has the expert knowledge and tools to
finish your job on time and budget. As the timing belt is located inside the engine, it may not be
possible to provide an exact repair cost until after the transmission belt, oil seals, tensioner,
water pump, and guides have been inspected by the mechanic for damage. The size of the
timing belt will also affect the price. They come in 9 standard sizes, which have a variety of
different widths and lengths. At Lube Mobile, the mechanic will show you an itemised quote of
the work required and associated costs before commencing work on your vehicle. This will
enable you to take control of the cost and help you decide if repairing a part or replacing it
altogether will prove a cost-effective move in the long run. If any of these parts are worn out and
you still install a new timing belt, their reduced capacity to function will eventually cause your
timing belt to fail in a very short time. It is thus beneficial to replace the entire timing belt kit and
not just the belt itself. At Lube Mobile, we only use the best quality parts and spares, which
includes fluids and oils, for your complete peace of mind. By coming to you within a specified
window of time, we offer you the convenience of knowing exactly when your vehicle will be
serviced and be back on the road. I have 3 small kids so dropping a car off somewhere to have
work done isn't the easiest of things. Secondly the mechanic that serviced and repaired my car
was just lovely! He kept me informed of what he needed to do and kept the cost under my
maximum budgeted amount. And thirdly I would happily use Lube Mobile again and would be
happy to refer anyone to use your mechanics for their car repairs! I was stressed to breaking
point but your staff made the situation so much easier and worry free. Thank you so much for
your service! Up until now I have always taken my car to Toyota for services and whilst I have
no complaints about them it is a hassle to drop the car off get the courtesy bus to work and
then have to arrange to pick it up again. Using Lube Mobile was so convenient and the price
was competitive. My mechanic did an exceptional job and explained everything before he
started I will be using Lube Mobile again! Even when I called to change the place of the booking
on relatively short notice everyone was polite and friendly and things went smoothly. The
mechanic arrived on time and completed the work quickly and efficiently explaining what had to
be done. I would and am definitely recommending Lube Mobile to everyone I know that needs
their car serviced! I made arrangements to leave Keys out and all work was outlined and quote
was given over phone prior and agreed before commencing. Great service. Saved me about 3
hours. I learnt more about my car. Very nice young man. Cheered me up and was not
patronising as I have had my share of mechanics that are. Thanks very much! Booked at All
Rights Reserved. ABN: 79 If you can answer yes to one of the three questions below you can
continue with your booking Are you an essential service or critical service employee? Essential
service employees list can be found here. Is the service you require a breakdown or emergency
repair? Is this something that is a matter of safety and you believe it cannot wait until
restrictions ease? My Booking is Allowed If you feel there are extenuating circumstances with
your booking or need further assistance please call 13 30 32 for help as to whether we can be of
service to you. Good hygiene can prevent infection from coronavirus as well as the common
cold and flu. Prior to working inside a vehicle, the Lube Mobile technician will use the following
procedure; The technician will check with you whether you have been overseas and ordered to
comp
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ly with a self-isolation order. Disinfect car. Disinfect hands. Disinfect Car Disinfect outside door
handle prior to entering the vehicle. Spray or wipe all relevant areas inside the vehicle. Allow
disinfectant to sit for up to 10mins to dry by airing out the vehicle. Conduct works inside the
vehicle. Parts of the Vehicle to be Disinfected Door handle outside first then inside. Steering
wheel. Radio and other control buttons and indicators. Seat belt. Disinfect Hands We will use
hand sanitiser or washing of hands prior to entering the vehicle. Payment and Invoicing No
Cash payments. Our strong preference is payment by card via the tap and go facility. Printing of
invoices and quotes will cease and we will instead email them to you. Timing Belt. How long
does a timing belt last in a car? When to replace a timing belt? Leaking oil seals There are worn
ribs or edges Worn guides or noise from the engine Excessive noise from the belt or tensioner
How much does a timing belt cost to replace?

